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1 PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION
Open source is everywhere, acting as “digital infrastructure” for everything from social media, to medical records, to scientific computing [17]; it is relied upon by governments, companies, startups, and independent users. The economic value of open source has been measured in the billions [15, 19]; clearly, the sustainability of open source software is of utmost importance.

Open source has changed over the past decade. This is in large part due to the rise of the social coding website GitHub, the standard place to collaborate on code. GitHub hosts millions of repositories of libraries and tools, which developers reuse liberally [18], creating complex and often fragile networks of interdependencies [7]. Simultaneously, the demand for open source software is increasing, and the supply of developer time and effort cannot always keep up. These factors have resulted in notable failures of open source software, e.g., the Heartbleed and left-pad incidents [17].

A significant change is the unprecedented transparency provided by social coding platforms like GitHub [13, 14], where user profile pages display information on one’s contributions, the development history of projects is archived and publicly accessible, and repository pages provide information on a project’s social standing (e.g., through stars and watchers). This transparency can enhance collaboration and coordination [14]. Using such visible cues, known as signals [37], found on profile and repository pages, developers can better manage their projects and dependencies, communicate more efficiently, become informed about action items requiring their attention, learn, socialize, and form impressions about each other’s coding ability and personal characteristics [14, 28, 29, 43].

Our work studies the effects of transparency on open source development with a focus on decision making under uncertainty. Contemporary software development is characterized by increased reuse and speed, and developers must quickly make decisions that have sustainability consequences: users must find which libraries to adopt as dependencies, contributors must decide which projects to contribute to, and project maintainers must allocate their time to enhancing their projects and communicating their underlying qualities to these audiences, often while multitasking [42]. One mechanism for closing the gap between supply and demand in open source is the perception and decision-making of individual developers [17], which is supported by transparency. All of these decisions can impact the sustainability of open source software, as they can influence the balance of supply and demand for contributor effort.

As part of the larger research agenda outlined above, we focus on one particular transparency mechanism: repository badges, images such as ![build passing](https://travis-ci.org/github) which are embedded in projects’ README files and are often dynamically generated. Badges can be seen as signaling mechanisms, increasing transparency by quickly providing insights into otherwise hard-to-see project qualities such as test suite quality, openness to contributions, and dependency management practices. Badges present a unique opportunity to do a natural experiment, as thousands of projects have adopted them. Through large-scale statistical analyses, we can discern the effects of badges and later propose interventions based on our discoveries, which could improve decision making and sustainability.

We explore two main research questions regarding badges: First, we explore the phenomenon quantitatively and qualitatively, and ask (RQ1) What are the most common badges and what does displaying them intend to signal? Second, we analyze whether badges actually signal what developers expect, and ask (RQ2) To what degree do badges correlate with qualities that developers expect? To this end, we perform a large-scale mixed-methods empirical study of badges in the npm ecosystem, a large and vibrant open-source ecosystem for JavaScript with documented interdependency-related coordination challenges [7], wherein many badges originated.

If we understood which badges were reliable signals, developers could make more informed choices about which of these projects to depend on, more effectively evaluating security, well-testedness, and availability of support. Contributors could better determine which projects follow suitable development practices and are open to new contributions. Project maintainers could be more deliberate when selecting badges to display, providing evidence for their good practices. The developers of badge-providing services could design better signals could highlight and incentivize developer effort on pieces of infrastructure that need it most.
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2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
Related work. Research has confirmed that signals in online profiles are used as indicators of expertise and commitment [13, 28, 34, 40, 41], e.g., Stack Overflow reputation score and GitHub followers. We expect that badges may have a similar effect. Studies have looked into specific practices in software ecosystems, e.g., dependency updates [2, 12, 21, 25, 31], static analysis [3, 46], and continuous integration [22, 44, 47]. In particular, concurrently with this study, Mirhosseini et al. investigated the efficacy of automatic pull requests versus badges in convincing open source developers
to upgrade dependencies; while both are significant, the latter has a greater effect [31]. In contrast, our study is unique in that it views badges more broadly as signals beyond individual tools and practices; we also investigate many temporal correlates of badge adoption through time series analysis in a quasi-experimental design.

**Theoretical Framework.** We frame our study in the context of signaling theory [38], which is widely applied to selection scenarios in disciplines ranging from economics [37] to biology [45]. The classic example in economics is job market candidates signaling their ability to employers, which is otherwise hard to observe, by holding a degree from a prestigious institution [37]. Similarly, selection scenarios occur routinely in open source, e.g., choosing which libraries to depend on [7], repositories to watch [35], developers to follow [6, 26] or hire [9, 27], and projects to contribute to [5, 10].

Signals are observable pieces of information that indicate a hidden quality of the signaler. We argue that badges are signals because they make certain information about a project’s code base or practices transparent, thereby reducing information asymmetry between maintainers and their users and contributors; badges make it easy to observe project properties that are otherwise hidden. However, badges vary widely in production cost and thus reliability: Some badges are assessment signals, which are expensive to produce, e.g., being the result of a third-party analysis of the codebase; e.g., **David’s dependencies up to date** reports whether dependencies are up-to-date and secure, and **Coveralls’ coverage** reports a test coverage metric. Others are conventional signals, which indicate qualities that are easy to look up elsewhere, e.g., **GitHub Issues Issue statistics**.

### 3 APPROACH & UNIQUENESS

Our goal is to evaluate the reliability and effects of badges as signals by quantitatively assessing signal fit, i.e., the extent that signals correspond to the desirable, unobservable quality of the signaler. According to theory, assessment signals should be the most reliable.

**Survey.** First, to better understand what maintainers intend to signal with badges and how developers perceive those badges, we conducted a survey of **npm** maintainers and contributors, sending 580 emails and receiving 32 maintainer and 57 contributor responses. Both surveys required specific badges and their expected, perhaps otherwise unobservable, associated qualities to be mentioned. For two examples: 84% of maintainers said that they use quality assurance badges like **Coverage** and **Code Climate**, signal code and development quality, e.g., that they “have tests and run them regularly”; and 26% of responses mentioned dependency management badges, which signal attention to updates and security patches. A majority, 88% of respondents, agreed that “the presence of badges is an indicator of project quality.”

**Data mining.** To study the adoption and the effects associated with badges quantitatively, we mined a longitudinal data set of 294,941 **npm** packages. We collected metadata on downloads and releases from **npm** and project history, such as test suite size, historical dependencies, and commit counts from **GitHub** using custom data mining tools. Badges and their adoption dates were extracted from the git history of each repository’s README file. We iteratively devised regular expressions and keywords for badge identification and classification. We found 88 distinct types of badges and split them into six categories: quality assurance, dependency management, information, popularity, support, and other (see Table 1).

**Data analysis.** To check hypotheses about developer perceptions from the survey, we follow three complementary steps, each analyzing the correlation of badges with a quality at a deeper level:

**Step 1: Correlation.** We explore if badges are reliable signals of certain qualities without concern for causal relationships, confounds, or historical trends; e.g., which badges correlate with larger test suites? We compare distributions (see Fig. 1) using the WMW test and report Cliff’s delta for effect size.

**Step 2: Additional information.** Here we investigate correlation while controlling for other visible indicators of project quality (e.g., stars, dependents, age); e.g., does a project with a quality assurance badge have a larger test suite, other factors held equal? We compare a base regression model without badges to a full one with badges.

**Step 3: Longitudinal analysis.** We use an interrupted time series design [11], measuring a quality at 19 monthly intervals, with the middle month being that in which a badge is adopted (Fig. 2). The change in the trend after the adoption reveals whether badges are indicative of lasting changes to development practices, e.g., do projects typically write more tests after adopting a quality assurance badge?

**Uniqueness.** Many studies have looked into specific practices in software ecosystems, including communication [4, 20, 23, 36], change planning [7, 8, 16, 32], dependency updates [2, 12, 21, 25, 31], static analysis [3, 46], testing and continuous integration [22, 44, 47], and many others; badges and their underlying tools are also ecosystem-level practices. In contrast to prior work, however, we specifically take a broader view on badges as signals beyond individual tools and practices. Moreover, while effects associated with adopting these tools have been studied by prior work [3, 22, 31, 44, 46, 47], our approach is unique in that we focus on the signaling
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Badge</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Adoption ST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality Assurance</strong></td>
<td>Travis CI</td>
<td>Build status</td>
<td>92789 (31.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coveralls</td>
<td>Test coverage</td>
<td>17603 (6.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Code Climate</td>
<td>Coverage &amp; static analysis</td>
<td>6652 (2.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dependency Management</strong></td>
<td>David DM</td>
<td>Version tracking</td>
<td>23601 (8.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gemnasium</td>
<td>Version tracking</td>
<td>2851 (1.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greenkeeper</td>
<td>Version tracking</td>
<td>1599 (0.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information</strong></td>
<td>npm version</td>
<td>npm/GitHub version</td>
<td>64200 (21.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>License</td>
<td>License information</td>
<td>6250 (2.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JS Standard</td>
<td>Coding style</td>
<td>5299 (1.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Popularity</strong></td>
<td>Downloads</td>
<td>npm/download statistics</td>
<td>15552 (5.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cdnjs</td>
<td>Host of popular libraries</td>
<td>1902 (0.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Twitter link and stats</td>
<td>810 (0.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Support</strong></td>
<td>Gitter</td>
<td>Chat &amp; collaboration</td>
<td>4786 (1.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GitHub Issues</td>
<td>Issue statistics</td>
<td>1213 (0.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slack</td>
<td>Chat &amp; collaboration</td>
<td>688 (0.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Donation</strong></td>
<td>Donation link</td>
<td>PayPal, Patreon, ...</td>
<td>1632 (0.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Donation stats</td>
<td>Gratipay, Gittip, ...</td>
<td>919 (0.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ember Observer Reviews and scoring</td>
<td>474 (0.2%)</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ST (signal type): A—assessment signal based on nontrivial analysis or aggregation; L—lookup of readily available information; S—static statement of information
dimension added by repository badges to these and other tools, previously overlooked in the software engineering signaling literature (e.g., [13, 28, 34, 40, 41]).

We conduct a unique mixed-methods study that combines insights from a survey of open-source developers with sophisticated statistical analyses of a large-scale, diverse data set, all framed within a strong, well-established economic theory. This triangulation lends confidence to our result that assessment signal badges are more reliable than conventional signals. Our study is the first to investigate signaling in open source software quantitatively and over time, making use of the powerful interrupted time series quasi-experimental design. It paves the way for future experiments on the efficacy of signals on social coding websites and is of practical importance to open source developers.

4 RESULTS

Badge adoption. We found that 46% of packages have adopted at least one badge; only few are broadly adopted, with the most common being Travis CI [build passing] (see Table 1). They are adopted in groups and are not frequently updated or removed.

Signals of updated dependencies. To clearly illustrate our three-step process, we first focus on dependency management badges. As the response, we created a metric of dependency up-to-dateness, or freshness, based on previous work [12]. A lower score is better; zero means the project’s dependencies are entirely up-to-date.

Based on our survey, we hypothesize that dependency management badges (e.g., dependencies up-to-date), which indicate whether a project’s dependencies are outdated or insecure, are correlated with dependency freshness. Furthermore, since information badges (e.g., release v2.3.1) primarily provide convenient links and are not associated with an assessment of a quality, we hypothesize that they do not systematically influence freshness.

Correlation. Packages with dependency management badges tend to have fresher dependencies than those without. Surprisingly, we see the same effect for those with just information badges (Fig. 1a).

Additional information. To test if the presence of these badges is associated with a deeper indication of freshness beyond other readily available signals, we fit a hurdle regression: a logistic regression to model whether freshness = 0 and a linear regression to model the level of freshness. This approach is necessary since 37% of packages with dependencies have up-to-date (freshness = 0) dependencies. For the logistic regression, we found that the odds of having up-to-date dependencies increases by 27% if a project has a dependency management badge. Surprisingly, information badges are correlated with a similar increase of 17%. We see similar results for the linear regression.

Longitudinal analysis. We collect a sample of 1,761 packages that have 9 months of history before and after the adoption of the first badge and at least one month with freshness ≠ 0 in that time frame. In Fig. 2a, a trend is clearly visible, which is supported by a statistical model. The adoption of any badge is correlated with a strong improvement in freshness. The freshness slightly decays over time, i.e., the change in practices does not last. As hypothesized, the adoption of a dependency management badge is associated with a longer-lasting effect on freshness than other badges. The additional effect of information badges on the decay is negligible.

Discussion. The results from the three preceding steps support our hypothesis that dependency management badges are reliable signals of practices that lead to fresher dependencies. Though dependency management badges are correlated with a stronger and longer-lived effect, the effect is is not exclusive to dependency management badges; we speculate that any maintenance task involving the addition of badges might involve other project cleanup efforts. Developers and contributors can use this information to select projects that are more likely to be up-to-date and secure.
Signals of test suite quality. Based on our survey, we expect that the adoption of quality assurance badges (such as build, coverage, and passing) correlates with an increase in test suite quality, operationalized as the size of the test suite, with at most a marginal effect from information badges. We follow our 3-step analysis.

**Correlation.** The distribution of test suite sizes is bimodal, with 39.3% of packages having no test code; packages with quality-assurance badges almost always have tests (93.5%). Among packages with tests, those with badges tend to have larger test suites; surprisingly, the difference is similar for information badges (see Fig. 1c).

**Additional information.** As with dependencies, we fit a hurdle regression, modeling separately the likelihood of having any tests (logistic regression) and the test suite size for packages with tests (negative binomial regression). Both models show a large positive effect for the presence of quality assurance badges: the odds of having tests increases 18x with the badges, and packages with existing tests are expected to have 18.3% larger test suites, other variables held constant. As expected, information badges have a marginal effect, though they interact positively with quality assurance badges.

**Longitudinal analysis.** To avoid technical problems with the bimodal distribution, we only investigate how the first badge adoption correlates with the growth of an existing test suite. We assemble a longitudinal sample of 2,855 packages with at least 9 months of history with non-empty test suites before and after the badge adoption month. Though it is barely visible in the plotted data (Fig. 2c), there is a small but statistically significant positive shift in test suite size at the adoption date, but no change in slope afterwards. That is, adopting quality assurance badges coincides with an improvement in the test suite, but not with a lasting change to testing practices. Information badges are correlated with a much smaller effect.

**Discussion.** As expected by the surveyed maintainers, all three steps indicate that quality-assurance badges are good signals for the presence of tests, though they are a weaker signal for the size of the test suite. We see a marginal change for information badges, which may be explained project cleanup efforts coincident with changes to the README file.

**Summary of other results.** Using the same method as above, we also found that build status and coverage badges encourage external contributors to include more tests in pull requests (Fig. 1d, 2d). We found that popularity badges correlate with gains in downloads, though the effect does not persist (Fig. 1b, 2b). Badges are inextricably tied to third-party services, yet we isolated the effects of badges by comparing with projects that adopted Travis CI without the associated badge; projects with the badge are more likely to have passing builds than those without, and the badge adoption correlates with a larger increase in test suite size than merely adopting Travis CI.

**Threats to validity.** **External validity.** As typical for a survey, our sample may suffer from selection bias. One should be careful when generalizing the results beyond the studied corpus of npm packages, as the npm community has certain characteristics that may differ in other communities, e.g., Python and Java developers may adopt different tools and innovations at a different pace, and not all package repositories show READMEs and badges as prominently as npm. The results may differ outside of open source, e.g., when using badges in corporate teams.

**Imperfect measures.** Our operationalized measures cannot fully capture the underlying qualities mentioned in the survey, but we expect a strong correlation on average given our large data set. One must be careful when generalizing beyond the studied measures.

## 5 CONTRIBUTIONS

We studied repository badges, a new phenomenon in social coding environments like GitHub with previously unknown effects.

**Research questions.** By exploring the most common types of badges and their intended signals (RQ1), we found a diversity of badges and signals; some are merely static displays of existing information, i.e., conventional signals, and others aggregate hard-to-observe information like build status, up-to-dateness of dependencies, and test coverage, i.e., assessment signals. Our survey revealed that package maintainers have clear signaling intentions, and many developers interpret badges when evaluating packages. Exploring the fit of the signals to the underlying qualities hypothesized by our survey participants (RQ2), we found that packages with badges tend to have more of the quality they intend to signal, a small effect remaining even when controlling for other visible signals. Correlations are particularly strong for assessment signals, or badges that test an underlying non-trivial quality, e.g., quality assurance and dependency management badges, rather than just stating intentions, e.g., information badges. Badges tend to correlate with a positive increase in the qualities they signal around the time of their adoption. For assessment signals, this effect tends to be stronger and longer-lived, sometimes suggesting a lasting change to development practices.

**Implications for practitioners.** Based on our results, package maintainers can make more deliberate choices about badges, e.g., by favoring assessment signals. For example, Slack offers multiple kinds of badges, including one inviting users to join and one showing the number of active users. In practice, most maintainers adopt the former (conventional signal) rather than the latter (assessment signal). Our results indicate that maintainers who have the choice and are serious about signaling their dedication should adopt the assessment signal. Service developers can design badges more carefully by providing an assessment signal based on some analysis of past conformance. Package users and contributors can better decide which badges to use as indicators of underlying practices and as starting points to investigate deeper qualities.

**Impact.** To date, for example, the original study has been highlighted by npm and cited by open source developers.

**Future work.** We have found evidence that badges are reliable indicators of the usage of hard-to-observe tools and development practices; this enables more empirical software engineering research, e.g., on the outcomes of using such tools. Further, detecting badges could enable social network analysis to find factors influencing the spread of development practices across GitHub.

Our study inspires the design (or redesign) of badges that are stronger assessment signals, though more work remains, e.g., to see how the value on the badge matters for developer decision making, e.g., versus. Future experiments may leverage these insights to create new signals and evaluate their impact on decision making.

More studies are needed to determine how badges influence project attractiveness and the decision to contribute. Broadly, we...
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think that future studies to gain a better understanding of signaling in open source could help to redirect scarce resources to crucial infrastructure; badges could be designed which steer contributors towards projects in need.

Conclusion. Overall: More details can be found in a related publication [39].
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